Teaching Reiki
to the Blind
By Jennifer Brodigan

T

eaching Reiki to students who are blind is a gift

to the teacher. Teaching Reiki to every student is always a unique
and rewarding experience. However,
teaching those with disabilities gives
the teacher even greater opportunities
to grow as a teacher. Therefore, it is
not an opportunity to shy away from
when it is presented to you.
Nancy called me asking if I would
teach her and her partner, Cathy,
Holy Fire® III Reiki I and II. She had
recently been to a Reiki event and met
Colleen Benelli, who had given her my
contact information because I live in
the same town as Nancy and Cathy.
We chatted about Reiki for quite a
while before Nancy told me they are
blind. It sounded like a fun challenge,
but I didn’t expect it to come together.
People get excited when they attend
Reiki events, and there is no way of knowing if or when
they will decide to move forward.
For various reasons, it was not the right time for Nancy
to take a class, and Cathy wasn’t ready to step into Reiki.
In the 1990s, Nancy learned Reiki I but never put it into
consistent practice. She mentioned she would talk with
Cathy about Reiki and get back to me. To be honest, I
did not expect to hear from her again. To my surprise,
now and again, over two years, she would call or email
saying she was still interested and ask if I was still willing
to be their teacher. I thought, “Oh my! They might finally
want me to teach them!” How would I teach Reiki with32
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Jennifer’s handmade Reiki symbol braille cards.

out being visually seen as I taught? How would I teach the
Level II symbols, especially the Distant symbol, with its
twenty-two strokes?
So much of working with Reiki is about trust, trust in
our abilities, and trust what we need to know will be provided when needed. It is one of the most difficult aspects of
working with Reiki. It may not make logical sense to you,
but it has been my experience many times. Trust is a lesson
I haven’t quite mastered, even though it has been given
many times.
As always, Reiki orchestrates the perfect timing for the
students and the teachers, along with the guidance need
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ed. In October 2020, Nancy called to say she and her wife page was for the name of the symbol. As I started poking out
Cathy were ready to begin their Reiki journey. Not want- the letters of the symbol name, it occurred to me they know
ing to offend Nancy and Cathy by inadvertently using letters differently and I should wait until I gave the cards to
insensitive language, I asked them what would be best. In them to know the best way to print the names.
their 50s, they were not concerned about politically correct
A week before our class, I delivered the cards to Nanlanguage regarding their blindness. In their words, “We are cy and Cathy so they would have time to practice and for
blind; it’s how we grew up.”
me to see if this idea would be effective. As I walked up
We selected a weekend in November to receive their their walkway, the door was open, and I received another
Level II Placement on Cathy’s birthday. I needed a month’s lesson. Their living room was completely dark. Of course!
lead time to prepare and plan how to teach while not be- They had no reason to have lights on or curtains open.
ing seen. During that
Having come in from a
month, our excitement
bright sunny day, I was
grew. There were quesabout as blind as they
tion-filled calls and text
were. A simple thought
messages from Nancy
that had not crossed my
and Cathy as their anmind during my prepaticipation grew. They
ration was that I would
were like young chilneed light, and it gave
dren counting down
us all a pleasant laugh.
the days until ChristTo show them how
mas. Their excitement
to use the cards, I sat
was contagious!
between them on their
How did I teach the
couch. While holding
Reiki symbols? I taught
Nancy’s hand, I guided
them the same way as
her fingers to the glue
during regular Reiki
dot marking the place
classes, by breaking
to begin, then over the
down each symbol into
Power symbol’s raised
individual strokes. The
l i n e s . Go o seb u m p s
difference was I made
popped up all over
symbol cards by pokmy body as Reiki enNancy practicing symbols.
ing holes in sheets of
ergy gushed forward.
tagboard, two complete
The cards would serve
sets, so they each had their own set of cards. HSZSN re- their purpose very well! While Nancy practiced, I moved
quired twenty-two pages. The first card had the first stroke, Cathy’s hand over the symbol. We repeated this process
and the second card had the first and second strokes. The until HSZSN was complete.
third card, the first three stokes, and so forth until the symOur first experience with the symbol card pages tied tobol was completed on the last card.
gether with string was clumsy. Before starting class, Nancy
At the starting place of each new stroke, I placed a glue and Cathy bought three-ring binders, punched holes in
dot to give them a reference point for their finger placement. the cards, and divided the symbols with divider pages—a
I used a metal pottery tool that resembles a pencil as the perfect solution. Our work was a beautiful and emotional
handle attached to a thin nail to poke the holes. Each card experience. We were in the right place, the right moment
was made in reverse from the backside to create a raised sur- in time, and what each of us needed was provided. I tried
face that was easier to feel. Each set of cards had a blank to conceal my emotions and failed. They could not see the
page on top and were tied together with string. The blank tears running down my face, but they heard the quiver in
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Nancy and Cathy practicing the teddy bear technique.

my voice. Once I regained my composure, it was time to
move on to how to write the symbol names on the blank
pages of each set of cards. Simple—they whipped out their
braille typewriters, and away we went! Then another question was how to teach to give them the ability to refer again
to any topics taught.
There is so much curriculum taught during our Reiki
classes no one can completely remember it all. But
sighted students can refer to the training manual
when needed. Nancy and Cathy use recording devices. We had talked about it during a phone call, but
I wanted to see how they worked. There is amazing
technology on their phones! Each lesson would be in
a separate recording.
Throughout the class, I needed the forethought to remember when to instruct them to turn on and off their voice
recorders and for me to begin each segment with a content
label. At the end of each segment, Nancy and Cathy would
label the recording on their phones using the braille typing
system. Fascinating to watch and hear their process! As I
was teaching, sometimes I would forget their blindness and
catch myself gesturing with my hands rather than describing
with words. They taught me to teach differently.
Wrongly, I expected them to have a heightened intuition for the unseen. I had assumed that not having physical vision would provide a different level of intuitively
34
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sensing the environment, and Reiki would be an effortless
enhancement in their physical awareness. However, their
daily survival depends on their logical minds memorizing everything they need or want to know. For example,
they are conditioned to know the direction and number
of steps to walk to the front door, the curbs, the mailbox,
and back again. Holding tight to details keeps them safe
and self-sufficient.
I found these beautiful ladies to be brave and trusting.
They didn’t grow up in Oregon and didn’t have family
around to help them. They use ride-sharing apps and fly
cross-country solo. Imagine not having the gift of eyesight
yet having the courage and faith to trust in the kindness of
others to that degree. When I arrived on the first day of class,
they each had a special thank you gift for me. I received a
lovely heart-shaped hematite stone from Nancy and from
Cathy, a tall clear quartz tower. Both are next to me as I write
this article, stirring up my emotional gratitude and tears.
During the week after class, they called or texted many
times with questions, most of which centered on their need
to put Reiki into a logical order. They were afraid they
would do something wrong, and Reiki wouldn’t work for
them. We are currently working on playful ways for them
to relax, have fun, and allow Reiki to show them how to be
intuitive with Reiki rather than struggling to confine it into
a logical container of safety.
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Left: Cathy giving Reiki. Right: Cathy and Nancy with their Reiki I&II certificates.

Nancy and Cathy are as much my teachers as I am their
teacher, and I am grateful they choose me to walk beside
them on their Reiki journey. 1

Jennifer Brodigan is a Holy Fire® III Karuna® Reiki
Master Teacher who lives in Salem, Oregon. She
is also a certified Spiritual Director registered with
Spiritual Directors International. You may contact
Jennifer at Jennifer@reikitheholygift.com or (503)
881-1010. Her web site is www.reikitheholygift.com.

Holy Fire® is the registered service mark of William Lee Rand.
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